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Introduction

The purpose of this research is to provide 
an overview of premium cocoa markets in 
Europe and the USA for companies and 
officials in Liberia.

It offers an introduction to the benefits of 
premium market alignment as well as a 
guide for positioning to attain premium 
market fit. Information includes:

• Overviews of the premium market
opportunity, market segments, trends,
sourcing requirements, and pricing
differentials

• Listings of importers, manufacturers,
and craft chocolate makers in Europe
and the USA – alongside their
respective requirements

• Recommendations for positioning
Liberia as a premium origin.

The research is directed to individual 
companies in Liberia as well as the Liberian 
cocoa industry at large.   

The research is the product of GROW 
Liberia.

About 
GROW Liberia 
GROW Liberia is a market systems 
development program that collaborates 
with businesses, investors, associations 
and government agencies to accelerate 
systemic solutions that transform high-
potential industries and drive inclusive 
growth in Liberia. GROW currently invests 
in the cocoa and vegetables sectors. The 
program is funded by Sida and 
implemented by Adam Smith International.

Learn more at www.growliberia.com

GROW Liberia
www.growliberia.com 
Newport Street by UN Drive, Mamba Point, 
Monrovia
info@growliberia.com

Publication date: April 2021
Authors: Gustavo Ferro, Maurits de 
Koning, Simone Mattar Altoé Peppelenbos
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1. Understanding
the Premium Cocoa
Market
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1.1. World Cocoa Production and Demand
(USA and Europe)

DEMAND

USA
Imports 2019: 375,536 MT
Main origins: Ivory Coast, Ghana, Ecuador, 
Dominican Republic, Peru, PNG, Nigeria, Haiti, 
DR Congo, Venezuela, Madagascar, Cameroon, 
Tanzania, Colombia

Grindings 2019: 473,000 MT (incl. 2018 stocks) 
% world grindings: 8.5%

EUROPE
Imports 2019: 1,990,141 MT
Main origins: Ivory Coast, Ghana, Nigeria, 
Cameroon, Ecuador, Dominican Republic, 
Peru, Sierra Leone, Guinea, Indonesia, Togo, 
Madagascar, Uganda, DR Congo, Liberia, PNG, 
Venezuela, Congo, Tanzania, São Tomé and 
Príncipe, Haiti, Nicaragua, Colombia, Kenya, 
Grenada

Grindings 2019: 1,718,000 MT
% world grindings: 36%

WORLD COCOA 
PRODUCTION 2018/19 
4,780,000 MT
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Asia and Oceania (Asia-Pacific region) 
are fast-growing markets. Latin America is 
also an emerging market. Africa remains a 
latent market.

PRODUCTION

LATIN AMERICA

Production 2018/2019: 837,000 MT
% world production: 17.5%

Main producing countries: Ecuador, Brazil, Peru 
and Dominican Republic

AFRICA

Production 2018/2019: 3,644,000 MT
% world production: 76%

Main producing countries: Ivory Coast, Ghana, 
Nigeria and Cameroon

ASIA / OCEANIA

Production 2018/2019: 299,000 MT
% world production: 6.5%

Main producing countries: Indonesia and Papua 
New Guinea

Source: International Cocoa Organization (ICCO) 
and ITC Trademap, 2020
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1.2. Premium Cocoa Definition
The international cocoa and chocolate industry 
does not have a harmonised definition of Premium 
Cocoa. The terminology used by companies and 
other industry stakeholders varies significantly. We 
have reviewed the most common uses of this term, 
and propose the following definition in this study:

Our Definition
Premium cocoa refers to cocoa that contains 
special attributes that set it apart from the bulk 

The quality level of 
the cocoa beans is 
the main element 
defining its premium 
attributes. Quality is 
related to organoleptic 
characteristics of the 
cocoa bean, resulting 
from genetic aspects 
(variety) as well as 
proper production, 
harvest, post-harvest, 
quality control & 
selection, storage and 
transportation.

The story of the cocoa 
bean establishes the 
uniqueness of the product 
and its market value, on 
top of cocoa bean quality. 
The story can address: 
rare cocoa varieties / 
volume availability, unique 
flavour profiles, single-
estate production, single 
varieties, distinctive 
means of production and 
harvesting (example: 
agroforestry), interesting 
characteristics of the 
terroir, characteristics 
of the producing 
communities, etc.

Cocoa bean quality Story Certification

Certification in the cocoa 
market is related to 
sustainable production 
and trade, and price 
premiums that are linked 
to compliance with 
standards on social and/
or ecological impact. 
These standards are 
audited and approved by 
a third-party control body.

market. These attributes are recognised and 
rewarded by the market through a system of price 
premiums paid above bulk market prices. These 
special attributes are related to characteristics of 
the product itself or to the implementation of 
value-adding mechanisms.

Cocoa or cacao? They are both correct terms. We 
have consistently used cocoa in this study.
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1.3. Cocoa bean quality
Quality is a multi-layered concept in the cocoa sector. There are different types of quality assessments, 
determining: 1) whether a certain cocoa bean lot is acceptable to a specific buyer, based on minimum 
quality standards and legislative requirements. Non-compliance will lead to the rejection of a lot or to a 
discount on its price. 2) the value of the cocoa bean, based on objective flavour-profiling attributes and 
global quality, and benchmarked against other cocoa bean profiles worldwide.

Sensory evaluation is not carried out for all cocoa beans, 
and not by all buyers. It is mostly common in the specialty 
cocoa segment. It determines the flavour profile of the 
cocoa bean, based on the cocoa liquor. This evaluation is 
usually carried out by a panel of trained sensory assessors 
and collects information on cocoa bean attributes (including 
off-flavours) and global quality (expressed flavour potential, 
uniqueness, balance and cleanliness).

Chemical analysis of the cocoa butter reveals the 
FFA content of the product. High FFA butter affects the 
flavour of the final product, and results from prolonged 
storage under humid conditions, insect infestation and 
other improper post-harvest and storage conditions. The 
maximum FFA content allowed is 1.75%; buyers are often 
stricter – requiring <1.5% FFA, for example.

Buyers will often have minimum quality requirements 
based on physical assessments. Bean count and weight 
will determine bean uniformity, size and integrity. The cut 
test will detect defective beans, bean colour (fermentation) 
and fissuring. The moisture content level will reveal risks 
for food safety, flavour and processing quality. The optimal 
moisture content ranges between 6.5% and 7.5%.

Basic inspection is carried out by buyers to detect the 
overall state of the cocoa beans after handling, storage and 
transportation. This inspection detects anyfood safety risks 
such as moulds and foreign materials, and will determine 
whether the lot is acceptable or not.

Sensory evaluation

Chemical analysis
• Free fatty acid (FFA)

Physical assessments
• bean count and

weight
• cut test
• moisture content

Whole bean assessment / 
inspection

• appearance: colour, debris,
insects, broken beans
• aroma:off-odours
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FINE FLAVOUR COCOA

The International Cocoa Organization (ICCO) 
has a classification system that recognises 
countries producing and exporting fine-flavour 
cocoa. Fine-flavour comprises intrinsic and 
acquired characteristics that indicate COCOA 
BEAN QUALITY:
:

CONSIDERATIONS:

• The genetic origin of the cocoa plant
material

• Morphological characteristics of the
cocoa plant

• Flavour characteristics of the cocoa bean
produced

• Chemical characteristics of the cocoa
bean

• Colour of the cocoa beans and nibs
• Degree of fermentation, drying, acidity,

off-flavours, % internal mould, insect
infestation, % impurities

All these characteristics must be included in a 
Technical Information Dossier, to be submitted 
to the ICCO every 2 years. Only governments 
can apply with a dossier, not individual 
exporters or cooperatives. The ICCO decision is 
taken by an expert panel.

GENETICS AND ORIGIN
The genetic characteristics of the cocoa plant 
are the starting point for fine flavour: Criollo and 
Trinitario varieties. Global production is small and 
restricted to some origins with proper agroclimatic 
conditions. Criollo cocoa: 1-5% of world production, 
Trinitario cocoa: 10-15%. 

POLITICS
Fine flavour status helps in positioning the cocoa 
from specific countries on the international market. 
It involves lobbying and politics. Once acquired, 
fine flavour status must be maintained due to 
reputation.

PRICE
Fine flavour status differentiates cocoa from 
specific origins to the bulk market. But origin 
designation does not automatically mean higher 
prices. The reputation of a supplier, the actual 
cocoa bean quality, mixtures with non-fine flavour 
cocoa and other factors may affect the market price 
of the cocoa bean – even if the cocoa is coming 
from an ICCO-listed fine flavour origin.

MARKET
Buyers of high-quality cocoa beans will look 
beyond ICCO-recognised fine flavour status. 
Exporters in countries like DR Congo, Tanzania and 
India have a good track record among buyers and 
good market positioning – but are not on the ICCO 
list. The market plays an important role in defining 
interesting origins.
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1.4. Fine flavour cocoa beans export per region, 
ICCO-listed

ESTIMATED PRODUCTION FINE FLAVOUR COCOA: 
~200,000MT

Source: ICCO and ITC Trademap, 2020

LATIN AMERICA
Exports 2019

Europe: 111,000+ MT
USA: 51,000+ MT

AFRICA
Exports 2019

Europe: 8,000+ MT
USA: 1,000+ MT

ASIA AND OCEANIA
Exports 2019

Europe: 3,500+ MT
USA: 3,100+ MT
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1.5. Story
The story of the cocoa bean will contribute to its market value compared to other cocoa beans produced 
around the world. There is no system or structure defining price premiums based solely on the story. Its 
value is usually paired with high-quality cocoa beans. Chocolate makers in premium segments will pay 
higher prices based on the uniqueness of the product and on market trends as well as supply – demand 
dynamics. Stories must be backed by strong evidence and transparency.

Here are some examples of cocoa beans that stand out with unique stories:

Product profile Production context Social context Environmental 
impact

Rare varieties and 
unique flavours
• Mayan Red: Honduras
• Chuncho: Peru
• Udzungwa Mountains

cacao: Tanzania

Terroir
• Mekong Delta:

Vietnam
• Idduki region: India
• Davao: Philippines
• Mountains of the

Moon: Uganda

Indigenous 
communities
• Arhuacos: Sierra

Nevada, Colombia
• Q’eqchi Maya:

Guatemala
• Zoque: Mexico

Forest preservation 
and agroforestry
• Wampusirpi: Honduras
• Agenda Gotsch: Bahia,

Brazil
• Eco-region Lachuá:

Guatemala
• San Martín: Peru

Single variety
• Chuno: Nicaragua
• Criollo Betulia:

Colombia
• Trinitario de Baracoa:

Cuba
• Esmeraldas: Ecuador

Single-estate
• Åkesson’s Bejofo

Estate: Madagascar
• Chulucanas: Peru
• Río Caribe: Venezuela
• Paquibato: Philippines
• Hacienda San José:

Venezuela

Women’s 
empowerment
• Asociación de Mujeres

Esperanzas Unidas:
El Seibo, Dominican
Republic

Wildlife preservation
• Zorzal Cacao - bird

sanctuary: Domincan
Republic

• Virunga - mountain
gorillas: DR Congo

Awards
• International Cocoa

Awards
• Cacao de Oro:

Colombia

Post-conflict
• San José de Apartadó:

Colombia

Wild cocoa
• Alto Bení: Bolivia
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1.6. Specialty Cocoa: Cocoa bean quality + Story
The combination of cocoa bean quality and story will define its market value, combined with uniqueness 
and availability. When the market value is above world market prices because of these attributes, the cocoa 
is referred to as SPECIALTY COCOA. This is not an officially-recognised term, but it is the most commonly 
used by buyers to describe this segment. Specialty cocoa encompasses a broader product range than fine 
flavour cocoa. This is why:

FINE FLAVOUR COCOA 
SPECIALTY COCOA

SPECIALTY COCOA

Fine flavour has an institutional connotation. It is 
the term adopted by ICCO when a country’s cocoa 
bean exports have been officially recognised as 
fine flavour according to pre-established criteria. 
Being on this list requires countries to compile a 
dossier and go through an application process. Not 
all countries producing high-quality cocoa beans do 
that.

Fine flavour is an exclusive concept. Countries 
that are not on the ICCO fine flavour list are 
not recognised as fine flavour origins by the 
organisation. But this does not mean that these 
cocoa beans do not meet the necessary quality 
requirements, or that the market does not pay 
higher prices for this product.

Some buyers will use the term fine flavour cocoa 
to refer to origins producing high-quality cocoa, 
but not necessarily reference to the ICCO list. 
Sometimes buyers will also use fine flavour to refer 
to origins that are not even on the ICCO list. Non-
ICCO-recognised origins may attain equally high or 
higher prices on the market; examples Tanzania, 
DR Congo and India.

Specialty cocoa is a term that the market uses 
to describe cocoa beans with special attributes, 
combining cocoa bean quality and story, as well 
as uniqueness and availability. These combined 
attributes will determine the market value of the 
product. Specialty cocoa is less connected to a 
specific country than fine flavour cocoa. 

Specialty cocoa is an inclusive term. Suppliers that 
export high-quality cocoa beans can be recognised 
by the market as specialty cocoa suppliers without 
going through an ICCO-recognised process. But 
several of these suppliers will still be from countries 
that are on ICCO’s fine flavour cocoa list. Fine 
flavour can generally be considered as part of the 
specialty cocoa segment.

Buyers will often use the terms fine flavour cocoa 
and specialty cocoa loosely. However, specialty 
cocoa is more accepted than fine flavour among 
craft chocolate makers, dissociated from the ICCO-
established list. These are buyers paying higher 
prices, and that are not guided by country-wide 
classifications. The focus is rather on the product, 
its quality, the producing region and other factors.
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1.7. Certification Schemes
Certification is a mechanism that safeguards compliance with a number of pre-established standards 
addressing social, economic and environmental sustainability. Issues related to climate change, 
environmental protection and human rights are increasingly important to the industry and consumers in 
Europe and in the USA. For this reason, certification is becoming increasingly important on the cocoa 
market. Certification is done through independent (third-party) audits that confirm whether producers, 
producer organisations, traders and other market actors comply with the standards. Compliance usually 
generates a price premium paid by the market.

Organic certification mainly addresses 
environmental aspects such as the sustainable use 
of resources, minimal use of agricultural inputs, crop 
rotation, segregation of organic and conventional 
produce, traceability, etc. Production, distribution 
and marketing of organic products is regulated by 
legislation in the USA and in Europe. Around 2.7% 
of the global cocoa production was under organic 
management in 2018 and has increased significantly 
in recent years. 

Fairtrade International is a certification which requires 
adherence to a set of social standards, as well as 
environmental. Fairtrade mostly focuses on producer 
organisations composed of smallholder farmers. 
Products that carry the Fairtrade label indicate that 
producers are paid a Fairtrade Minimum Price and a 
Price Premium, an additional sum of money that goes 
into a communal fund. With this fund, that farmers 
and workers invest in projects they democratically 
choose in areas like health, education, farming, etc.

Logo Certification 
Scheme

Characteristics

Organic

Fairtrade 
International 
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Fair Trade USA is the leading certifier of Fair Trade 
products in North America. For every Fair Trade 
USA product sold, the business selling it pays a 
small premium into a Community Development 
Fund, which goes directly back to the community 
of origin. The compliance and certification 
mechanisms are similar to Fairtrade International, 
but Fair Trade USA is an Independent organisation 
and not a member of the international Fairtrade 
system.

In 2018, Rainforest Alliance merged with UTZ 
into one single organisation: Rainforest Alliance. 
Rainforest  Alliance and UTZ still operate under 
two separate programs but are being currently 
merged - aiming at achieving a greater social, 
environmental and economic impact. Rainforest  
Alliance/UTZ works with both small and large farms 
and is focused on conserving biodiversity and 
supporting sustainable livelihoods by transforming 
land use and business practices. 

Logo Certification 
Scheme

Characteristics

Fairtrade USA

Rainforest 
Alliance and UTZ 

Certified
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Organic and fair trade certification schemes generate price premiums for cocoa beans in relation to world 
market prices. The different certifications have different compliance systems, market recognition and 
command different volumes in Europe and in the USA. The table below highlights some of these elements:

Certification 
scheme

Main 
producing 
countries 
certified

Estimated 
market volume

Europe / USA markets

Oganic Dominican 
Republic, Sierra 
Leone, Congo 
(DRC) and Peru 

130,000 to 
140,000 MT

Imports (volume) 2019 
EU: 70,000+ MT  
USA: Not registered 

Turnover 2018 
Europe: USD 101 million 
(40% global sales) 
North America: USD 90 million 
(36% global sales) 

Fairtrade 
International 
(FT)

Ivory Coast, 
Ghana, Peru, 
Dominican 
Republic and 
Ecuador

261,000 MT Main market is Europe. Total 2017 
retail sales largest in UK, Germany, 
Switzerland, Sweden and Ireland 
(all products, not specific to cocoa)  

USA: third largest global market in 
retail sales in 2017 

Fair Trade USA 
(FT USA) 

Ivory Coast, 
Peru, Ecuador, 
Dominican 
Republic, Ghana 
and Grenada

22,000 MT ~ 90% of USA fair-trade market is 
certified by Fair Trade USA. 

Europe not an important market for 
Fair Trade USA.
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Certification 
scheme

Double 
certification

Premium Considerations

Organic Unknown USD 300 / MT • USDA Organic and EU Organic
have an equivalence arrangement

• Organic certification can be
obtained by several approved
control bodies worldwide

• Organic is the most common
certification in the specialty
segment, and growing in market
share

Fairtrade 
International 
(FT)

13% organic 

FT only: 226,746 
MT

Minimum price  
USD 2,400 / MT 
(FOB) or world 
price  
[whichever is 
higher]  
+ Fairtrade
premium
USD 240 / MT
+ organic
differential
USD 300 / MT
[if applicable]

• Certifies farmers’ organisations /
coops only

• Exclusively audited by one third-
party inspector: FLO-CERT

• Largest and most globally
recognised fair trade organisation

• Currently recognised by Fair Trade
USA, but this will change as of
2021. Recognition will stop, and
suppliers will need a separate Fair
Trade USA certificate.

Fair Trade USA 
(FT USA) 

> 50% FT USA
certified organic
(all products,
not specific to
cocoa)

• Certifies farmers’ organisations and
individual farmers alike

• Certified by a few third-party control
bodies, among which SCS and
Control Union – wide geographical
coverage

• Independent organisation, not
a member of the international
Fairtrade system and not
recognised by Fairtrade
International
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Rainforest Alliance and UTZ Certified have recently merged into a single organisation (Rainforest 
Alliance), but still operate under two separate programs. These two programs are currently being merged 
as well. RFA and UTZ do not guarantee a price premium or a minimum price, and mainly focus on the 
mainstream market:

Certification 
scheme

Main 
producing 
countries 
certified

Certified 
global 
production

% Sold as 
certified

Double 
certification*

Rainforest 
Alliance (RFA)

Ivory Coast, 
Ghana, Ecuador, 
Dominican 
Republic and 
Indonesia

439,503 MT 46% 
202,568 MT

27% UTZ 
3% organic 
8% Fairtrade 
3% other

UTZ Certified Ivory Coast, 
Ghana, Nigeria, 
Indonesia, 
Ecuador and 
Cameroon

1,337,340 MT 71% 
943,436 MT

9% RFA 
12% Fairtrade 
5% organic

Certification 
scheme

Premium Considerations

Rainforest 
Alliance (RFA)

No fixed premium • Possibility for group certification.
• No fixed premium and no benefit to producers in terms of

price.
• Wider benefits in production areas, such as forest quality,

productivity, alternative pest-control practices, etc.
• Low share of production sold as certified.

Integration with UTZ certification program; very large market
share

UTZ Certified No fixed premium / 
negotiated between 
suppliers and 
buyers 

Average premium 
2018: EUR 84 / MT

• Europe accounts for over 80% of licensed supply chain actors
• Large market share and wide recognition at retail level
• No fixed premium, but it can be negotiated with first buyer. Low

average premium with little price benefit to producers.
• Wider benefits in production areas, such as productivity,

alternative pest-control practices, etc.
• UTZ Certified is currently being integrated into the Rainforest

Alliance certification program

* % of farmers and farmers’ organisations holding other certifications
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1.8. Company-led certifications with premium prices
Apart from international certification schemes, chocolate companies in Europe and USA have created their 
own certification or compliance schemes. These schemes generate price premiums above world market 
prices, and are independently assessed. Two remarkable examples are mentioned below:

Company: Tony’s Chocolonely, Netherlands

Certification: 100% slave free [beyond 
certification]

Certification mechanism: Tony’s Open 
Chain platform with knowledge and tools 
open to all chocolate companies, example: 
Child Labor Monitoring and Remediation 
System (CLMRS). Companies can use the 
label if they comply with five Sourcing 
Principles and pay the corresponding 
premium prices. 

Other pre-requisites:  None.

Price premium:
Minimum price: 
USD 2,400 / MT (FOB)  + Fairtrade premium 
USD 240 / MT
+
Additional premium:
USD 350 / MT (Ivory Coast) and USD 335 / 
MT (Ghana) in 2018/19

Focus countries: Ivory Coast and Ghana

Annual volume: 5,465 MT in 2018-2019 
cocoa season

Company: Taza Chocolate, USA

Certi ication: Taza Chocolate Direct Trade

Certification mechanism: Third-party 
certification. It is the first third-party certified 
Direct Trade cocoa sourcing program in the 
chocolate industry. The five Direct Trade 
claims are independently verified each year 
by Quality Certification Services (QCS), USA

Other pre-requisites:  Only USDA organic 
certified and high-quality cocoa approved by 
Taza Tasting Panel. The cocoa beans must 
comply with:  >75% fermentation, < 7% 
moisture.

Price premium:
At least USD 500 / MT, at a minimum price of 
USD 2,800 / MT.

Focus countries: Dominican Republic, 
Ghana and Haiti

Annual volume: 287 MT in 2019
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1.9. Price premiums per certification scheme
Certification premiums are based on minimum prices + price premiums that are paid on top of world 
market prices. When world prices are higher than the minimum price, the premiums paid are also higher.
Organic certification alone does not have a minimum price mechanism, but an average premium of USD    
300 / MT.

A combination of organic + fair trade 
certification attains a minimum price of USD 
2,940 / MT (FOB)

… But higher prices are paid 
when world prices are higher 
than the fair-trade minimum!
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1.10. Price premiums for specialty cocoa
Specialty cocoa premiums work differently. There are two approaches:

1. The premium for specialty cocoa is paid on top of certified cocoa beans, following world market prices.
Common among importers and manufacturers handling certified cocoa of high quality, mainly from
Latin American origin.

2. The price of the cocoa beans is “de-commoditised” and does not fluctuate with world market prices.
The price set includes cocoa bean quality + story + certification (if relevant). Common approach in the
craft chocolate market.

2. Prices of specialty cocoa start at around USD 3,500 /
MT and may reach up to USD 10,000 - 12,000 / MT for
some origins. Organic certification, product uniqueness
and story are considered within the total price.

1. Importers and
manufacturers will pay
a premium of ~USD
400 - 1,000 / MT on top
of certification premiums
based on cocoa bean
quality and story.
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2. Understanding the
Market Segments for
Premium Cocoa
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2.1. Cocoa Market Segments
Understanding bulk vs. premium cocoa market segments

Mainstream
Price: international market price
Cocoa bean quality: bulk, low-quality Forastero 
variety
Certification: None

Certified with premium
Price: international market price plus premium 
according to the different certifications
Cocoa bean quality: good-quality Forastero, and 
often Trinitario variety - more rarely Criollo 
Certi ication: Fair Trade International, Fair Trade 
USA, EU Organic, USDA Organic

Certified
Price: international market price, premium not 
guaranteed (sometimes negotiated)
Cocoa bean quality: normally Forastero variety, 
average to good quality
Certification: Rainforest Alliance, UTZ (currently 
merging into one program)

Specialty cocoa
Price: higher than the market price, with premium 
on basis of quality + story, as well as uniqueness 
and availability.
Cocoa bean quality: very good and excellent-
quality, usually Trinitario and Criollo varieties, rare 
varieties such as Arriba Nacional (Ecuador) 
Certification: increasingly EU Organic, USDA 
Organic

Rough estimate: 
~100,00 - 200,000 
MT 
Segment with 
prices > USD 5,000 
/ MT estimated at < 
10,000 MT.

Together, UTZ and Rainforest Alliance-certified cocoa reaches a 
market volume of ~1,000,000 MT. No fixed premiums are paid. 
But UTZ generated an average premium of EUR 84 / MT in 2019 
(negotiated between supplier and buyer).

Considering both Fairtrade International, Fair Trade USA as well 
as organic-certified cocoa, and their overlaps, total certified cocoa 
with a premium has a market volume between 300,000 and 400,000 
MT. Organic + fair trade-certified cocoa attains a composite price of 
minimum USD 2,940 / MT.
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2.2. Profile of premium cocoa buyers
The buyer landscape for premium cocoa is very diverse. Not only do buyers normally engage in more than 
one activity, but they also have commercial relationships with other market actors to realise these 
activities, example: importing, processing, manufacturing. Also, several buyers will have own farms, 
subsidiaries or projects at origin, thus safeguarding direct trade relations and control over the supply chain. 
Find a few examples of USA and European buyers and their main activities below:

Companies USA Activities
Uncommon Cacao, Enliven Cacao, 
Buena Nota Imports

Meridian Cacao, 
Albrecht & Dill

United Cocoa Processor

Guittard, Blommer Chocolate

Dandelion Chocolate, Askinose, Dick 
Taylor, Acalli Chocolate, Chocolate 
Alchemy

Companies Europe Activities
Daarnhouwer (Netherlands), Bohnkaf 
Kolonial (Germany), Walter Matter 
(Switzerland)

TradIn Organic / Crown of Holland 
(Netherlands)

ICAM (Italy), Ritter Sport (Germany), 
Valrhona (France), CÉMOI (France), 
Halba Chocolats (Switzerland)

Blanxart (Spain), Zotter (Austria)

Own farms or 
subsidiaries in origin

Importing Processing Manufacturing Craft chocolate 
making
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2.3. Importers

About Importers (Traders)
• Wide range of cocoa origins and diverse client base.
• Sometimes involved in further cocoa processing and in sales of cocoa derivatives.
• Services include logistics, customs clearance and documentation, risk management (sourcing from

origin, price, exchange rate), quality control,etc.
• Can be specialised in one specific market segment: organic, organic + fair trade, specialty cocoa,

or in importing only from specific origins.
• Sometimes importers own cocoa farms or subsidiaries in selected origins.

Origin Market End-buyer

Raw material

Cocoa derivativesProducer Importer

Processing FacilitiesCoop

Aggregator

Cocoa beans

Cocoa nibs

Cocoa paste

Cocoa butter

Cocoa powder

Couverture

Chocolate manufacturers
Bean-to-bar chocolate makers
Some food industries with 
grinding and processing

Food industry
Chocolate manufacturers
Chocolate makers
Cosmetic companies (butter)
Health products (nibs, paste)

USA

Ex
am

pl
es

EuropeImporter categories and segment focus

Certified with premium

Certified cocoa beans
Non-certified and certified cocoa beans
High-quality / specialty cocoa beans
Certified cocoa derivatives

Specialty cocoa
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USA

Ex
am

pl
es

EuropeManufacturer categories and segment focus

Certified with premium

Certified cocoa beans
Non-certified and certified cocoa beans
High-quality / specialty cocoa beans
Certified cocoa derivatives

Specialty cocoa

2.4. Manufacturer

About Manufacturers
• Involved in the production of finished chocolate or cocoa-based products under own brands or

private labels. Sometimes supply derivatives to other industrial buyers.
• Products contain cocoa blends from different origins or single-origin cocoa. Diversity of origins and

flavours is key to product development.
• Often have subsidiaries in origin, and sometimes they also own cocoa farms.
• Provide manufacturing facilities to chocolate, cosmetics and food brands. However, the brand is

often involved in the selection and purchase of the cocoa bean and its origin.

Cocoa derivatives

Producer

Manufacturer

Coop

Aggregator

Cocoa nibs

Cocoa paste

Cocoa butter

Cocoa powder

Couverture

Finished products

Own-brand chocolate

Private-label chocolate

Other cocoa-based 
confectionery

Chocolate brands

Food industry
Chocolate manufacturers
Chocolate makers
Cosmetic companies (butter)
Health products (nibs, paste)

Importer
Retailers: 
supermarkets and 
other shops

Origin Market End-buyer
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2.5. Craft Chocolate Makers

About Craft Chocolate Makers
• Small volumes from a few hand-picked origins. Cocoa bean quality + story are key to authenticity

and unique selling point. Many craft chocolate makers reject certification, but organic becoming
more common.

• Some chocolate makers specialise in ethical market with certified and good-quality cocoa.

• Excellent quality and differentiated prices paid for the cocoa beans. Differentiated prices of
finished products at the retail level.

• High-end and specialised distribution channels for chocolate products at retail level.
• Some chocolate makers supply high-quality couvertures to small craft makers, as wells chefs,

high-end restaurants, hotels,etc.

Cocoa derivatives

Producer
Manufacturer

Coop

Aggregator

Chocolate Makers

Finished products

High-quality chocolate

High-quality certified 
chocolate

Certified chocolate

High-quality 
couverture

Craft chocolate makers
Chefs and other 
high-end HORECA

Specialised chocolate shops
Organic shops
Local markets
Delicatessen
Other high-end retail

Importer

Origin Market End-buyer

USA

Ex
am

pl
es

EuropeChocolate maker categories and segment focus

Certified with premium

Non-certified high-quality chocolate
High-quality certified chocolate
Certified chocolate
High-quality couverture

Specialty cocoa
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3. Procurement
of  Premium Cocoa and
Collaboration with
Suppliers
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3.1. Where is premium cocoa sourced from?
Premium cocoa is sourced from producing countries in several regions of the world. While Latin America is by 
far the main source of specialty cocoa and holds an important position in certified cocoa, Africa is increasing 
in scale and importance in the organic and fair trade-certified segments (+UTZ / RFA). The main countries 
supplying premium cocoa are rated according to their supply volumes for each premium segment, % of 
organic cocoa in total production and number of fairtrade- certified farmers’ organisations (+UTZ / RFA)

Ecuador and Peru
• Large suppliers of specialty cocoa, including

(ICCO-listed) fine-flavour cocoa.
• Strong presence on the fair-trade market:

>20 Ecuadorian and >60 Peruvian producer
organisations certified with Fairtrade
International and/or Fair Trade USA

• Important presence on the organic cocoa
market, among top 6 largest producers

Dominican Republic
• Large supplier of specialty cocoa; large exporter

of (ICCO-listed) fine flavour cocoa next to
Ecuador and Peru

• Largest producer and supplier of organic-certified
cocoa worldwide

• Strong presence on the fair-trade market: >10
producer organisations certified

Sierra Leone and Uganda
• Important origins for organic-certified cocoa,

among the largest producers worldwide
• Sierra Leone: emerging organic + fair trade

supplier
• DR Congo and Tanzania
• Important suppliers of specialty cocoa beans

to chocolate manufacturers and craft
chocolate makers in Europe and the USA

• Important suppliers of organic-certified cocoa

Ghana and Ivory Coast
• Ghana: among top 10 organic cocoa producers

worldwide
• Ivory Coast and Ghana: >180 producer

organisations with Fairtrade International and/
or Fair Trade USA

Level of supply
Strong Average Weak
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Ghana and Ivory Coast
• Ghana: among top 10 organic cocoa 

producersworldwide
• Ivory Coast and Ghana: >180 producer 

organisations with FairtradeInternational and/or 
Fair TradeUSA

Level of supply
Strong Average Weak

Country Specialty 
cocoa

Organic Fairtrade 
International 
and/or Fair 
Trade USA

UTZ and 
Rainforest 
Alliance

Brazil
Cameroon
DR Congo
Ivory Coast
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Ghana
Honduras
Indonesia
Madagascar
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Papua New Guinea
Peru
São Tomé and 
Príncipe
Sierra Leone
Tanzania
Venezuela
Uganda

Level of supply

Strong Average Weak
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3.2. Procurement of premium cocoa: sourcing models
Procurement of different premium cocoa buyers:

Quality 
requirements

Importers are responsible for 
quality controls  on behalf of 
their customers. Minimum 
quality controls consists of 
sample inspections, physical 
assessments and chemical 
analysis. Special attention 
on whether the delivered 
products are representative 
of the pre-shipment 
samples.

Sensory evaluation is done 
extensively for customers 
active in the specialty cocoa 
segment.

Requirements are highly 
oriented by their customers. 

Quality consistency is key 
to manufacturers of cocoa 
derivatives and chocolate.

Minimum quality 
requirements are controlled 
via sample inspections 
and physical assessment. 
Chemical analysis also 
important to establish fatty 
acid content of the cocoa 
bean. 

Sensory evaluation is carried 
out for specialty cocoa, 
which has an influence in 
the price premium.

Consistency is important, 
but it is acceptable that 
the flavour profile varies 
according to harvest and 
fermentation protocols 
applied. Craft chocolate 
makers can change recipes 
and create different product 
lines. 

Sample inspections are a 
basic requirement to avoid 
broken beans, mould, 
insects, etc. 

Focus is on sensory 
evaluation to establish the 
flavour profile of the cocoa 
bean. 

Physical assessments are 
also carried out, but there’s 
less focus on aspects such 
as degree of fermentation 
if this does not result in off-
flavours / defects.

Manufacturers Craft Chocolate
Makers

Importers
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Certification 
requirements

Some importers specialise 
in certified cocoa, and only 
offer products with organic 
and/or fair-trade certification. 
Other importers have a 
range of conventional + 
certified cocoa.

Depends on the product 
focus. Some manufacturers 
focus solely on certified 
cocoa, while others work 
across the entire range of 
conventional and certified 
products. Private label 
manufacturing depends 
highly on the end customer’s 
requirements.

If the chocolate maker works 
directly with a producer or 
cooperative, certification 
is usually not required or 
desired.

Some chocolate makers 
require organic certification 
– and rarely fair trade.

Origin and 
story

Driven by the market and 
customer’s requirements. 
Importers can source from 
new origins if there’s clear 
demand and possibility to 
move the product.

Important for the marketing 
story and may have more 
relevance according to its 
end-market. Manufacturers 
might calculate a premium 
that combines cocoa bean 
quality + story on top of 
certification premiums. 
Origins with different flavour 
profiles are key.

Uniqueness is key and adds 
value to the cocoa bean. It 
has a  direct influence on the 
price paid for the product, 
next to cocoa bean quality.

Manufacturers Craft Chocolate
Makers

Importers
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3.3. Procurement of premium cocoa: requirements
Procurement of different premium oacoa buyers:

In-origin 
support

Due to wide range of origins, 
not possible to visit annually 
or to provide close support 
to all. Prioritised visits are to 
main origins or new origins. 

Also common to visit 
selected origins together 
with their customers. 

Some importers have local 
projects in selected origins 
and maintain subsidiaries 
and/or own cocoa farms. 
In this case, the type 
of in-origin support is 
similar to that provided by 
manufacturers.

Annual visits and close 
contact to origins. Support 
areas: 
• cocoa cultivation and

quality management
• training and registration of

farmers
• community development

programs
• contribution to certification

costs
• infrastructure funding:

fermentation, drying
centres, etc.

Some manufacturers have 
subsidiaries at origin, and 
sometimes own cocoa 
farms. Possible partnerships 
with local organisations and 
international NGOs.

Key to direct trade.  
Annual visits and direct 
involvement with farmers, 
their communities and/or 
cooperatives. Support areas:
• selection of suitable cocoa

beans for product lines
inspection of harvest,
fermentation and drying
processes and guiding
adaptations

• training in sensory
evaluation

• profit-sharing

Manufacturers Craft Chocolate
Makers

Importers
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Contracts 
and pre-
finance

Pre-finance depends on the 
relationship of the importer 
with the origin. Importers 
use their own credit lines 
to pre-finance, but banks 
are getting stricter due to 
high risk. Some importers 
pre-finance 25% up to 50% 
of the production, while 
others do not pre-finance 
(anymore). 

Contracts are either based 
on individual shipments or 
annual projected / estimated 
harvests.

Pre-finance depends on the 
relationship with the origin. 
Manufacturers use their own 
credit lines to pre-finance, 
but banks are getting stricter 
due to high risk. Some 
importers pre-finance 25% 
up to 50% of the production. 

Contracts are normally 
based on annual projected / 
estimated harvests. Annual 
or long-term contracts and 
buying / payment schedules 
facilitate access to credit by 
the supplier.

Pre-finance depends on the 
relationship with the origin. 
It is based on the chocolate 
maker’s own credit lines and 
can range between 25% and 
100%.

Contracts are normally 
based on individual 
shipments, but long-term 
commitments are common 
due to close relationships.

Exclusivity Depends on the size of the 
cooperative or farm and 
the volumes needed by the 
importer. Exclusivity only 
possible if the importer 
can purchase all cocoa 
produced and/or has 
invested in infrastructure 
and other costs like 
certification (example: its 
own subsidiary). 

Possible if manufacturer 
can purchase all cocoa 
produced and/or has 
invested in infrastructure 
and other costs like 
certification (example: its 
own subsidiaries). Interest in 
exclusivity also related to in-
origin sustainability projects.

Not common. Exclusivity 
can develop out of long-term 
relationships, but volumes 
purchased usually do not 
justify exclusivity.

Manufacturers Craft Chocolate
Makers

Importers
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3.4. Working with suppliers
How premium cocoa buyers collaborate with suppliers:

In-origin 
support

Due to wide range of origins, 
not possible to visit annually 
or to provide close support 
to all. Prioritised visits are to 
main origins or new origins.

Also common to visit 
selected origins together 
with their customers.

Some importers have local 
projects in selected origins 
and maintain subsidiaries 
and/or own cocoa farms. 
In this case, the type 
of in-origin support is 
similar to that provided by 
manufacturers.

Annual visits and close 
contact to origins. Support 
areas:
• cocoa cultivation and

quality management
• training and registration of

farmers
• community development

programs
• contribution to certification

costs
• infrastructure funding:

fermentation, drying
centres, etc.

Some manufacturers have 
subsidiaries at origin, and 
sometimes own cocoa 
farms. Possible partnerships 
with local organisations and 
international NGOs.

Key to direct trade.  
Annual visits and direct 
involvement with farmers, 
their communities and/or 
cooperatives. Support areas:
• selection of suitable cocoa

beans for product lines
• inspection of harvest,

fermentation and drying
processes and guiding
adaptations

• training in sensory
evaluation

• profit-sharing

Manufacturers Craft Chocolate
Makers

Importers
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Contracts 
and pre-
finance

Pre-finance depends on the 
relationship of the importer 
with the origin. Importers 
use their own credit lines 
to pre-finance, but banks 
are getting stricter due to 
high risk. Some importers 
pre-finance 25% up to 50% 
of the production, while 
others do not pre-finance 
(anymore).

Contracts are either based 
on individual shipments or 
annual projected / estimated 
harvests.

Pre-finance depends on the 
relationship with the origin. 
Manufacturers use their own 
credit lines to pre-finance, 
but banks are getting stricter 
due to high risk. Some 
importers pre-finance 25% 
up to 50% of the production. 

Contracts are normally 
based on annual projected / 
estimated harvests. Annual 
or long-term contracts and 
buying / payment schedules 
facilitate access to credit by 
the supplier.

Pre-finance depends on the 
relationship with the origin. 
It is based on the chocolate 
maker’s own credit lines and 
can range between 25% and 
100%.

Contracts are normally 
based on individual 
shipments, but long-term 
commitments are common 
due to close relationships.

Exclusivity Depends on the size of the 
cooperative or farm and 
the volumes needed by the 
importer. Exclusivity only 
possible if the importer 
can purchase all cocoa 
produced and/or has 
invested in infrastructure 
and other costs like 
certification (example: its 
own subsidiary). 

Possible if manufacturer 
can purchase all cocoa 
produced and/or has 
invested in infrastructure 
and other costs like 
certification (example: its 
own subsidiaries). Interest in 
exclusivity also related to in-
origin sustainability projects.

Not common. Exclusivity 
can develop out of long-term 
relationships, but volumes 
purchased usually do not 
justify exclusivity.

Manufacturers Craft Chocolate
Makers

Importers
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3.5. Sustainability in the premium cocoa sector
Supply chain transparency is key to craft chocolate makers, manufacturers and importers. Cocoa farming 
practices have generated concerns over deforestation, child labour, modern slavery and unfair payment. 
Consumers are demanding supply chain transparency to ensure that the products they are purchasing 
are both sustainable and ethical. In a global level, the United Nations developed the 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), which they expect all countries to comply with. We have used the SDG 
framework to describe the sustainability initiatives that premium cocoa buyers have developed at origin:

SDG ACTION COMPANIES’ ACTIVITIES AT ORIGIN

Direct and 
Ethical Trade

Taza Chocolate has the first third-party certified Direct 
Trade cocoa sourcing program, which ensures quality and 
transparency. ICAM works with various cooperatives in the 
sourcing countries, aiming at the creation of a fair business 
relationships. PRONATEC buys its raw materials mainly 
from cooperatives with long-term partnership and social 
responsibility objectives. Dandelion Chocolate maintains direct 
trade relationships as often as possible. 

Traceability

CÉMOI developed its own transparency policy - the 
Transparence Cacao – that can trace back the area where the 
cocoa was produced and monitor social and quality aspects of 
the beans. Meridian Cacao, Valrhona and Dick Taylor prefer to 
purchase their cocoa from single estates to easily trace their 
cocoa and ensure quality. 97% of Lindt & Sprüngli’s cocoa 
beans were traceable in 2019.

No Child 
Labour

Equal Exchange, CÉMOI, PRONATEC, Okoladen and Guittard 
created internal policies and programs to ensure that children 
will not be exploited and forced to work in cocoa farms. In the 
Netherlands, the Child Labour Due Diligence law, will be 
enforced in mid-2022, to stop companies from having any 
connection with child labor in their supply chains.

No Modern 
Slave Labour

CÉMOI, PRONATEC and Equal Exchange prohibit any kind of 
forced labour in their supply chains. Tony’s Chocolonely created 
a “towards 100% slavery-free” seal and created the Tony’s 
Open Chain Platform to end slavery labour in cocoa-producing 
countries. Slave labour is also not tolerated in consumer 
markets. For example, both the California Transparency in 
Supply Chains Act of 2010 and the British Modern Slavery Act, 
prohibit any kind of slavery in their companies’ supply chains.
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SDG ACTION COMPANIES’ ACTIVITIES AT ORIGIN

Gender 
Equality

Divine Chocolate and their cooperative, Kuapa Kokoo, both 
led by women, are progressing to achieve gender equality and 
women’s empowerment. Body Shop cosmetics co-founded 
Divine Chocolate and still works with them stimulating not only 
the empowerment of women, but also in helping them develop 
cocoa butter to be used in their cosmetics. 

Fair Payment

Uncommon Cacao, Willie’s Cacao and Taza Chocolate keep 
their supply chains small and transparent in order to control the 
payments that are made to their cocoa farmers. Uncommon 
Cacao and Dandelion Chocolate publish the prices paid for 
their cocoa beans in each origin. Willie’s Cacao pays premiums 
always higher than US$ 500 per MT and all money goes 
directly to the farmers; Taza Chocolate pays at least US$ 500 
above the market price (15 to 20% premium) and never less 
than US$ 2,800 per MT for their cocoa.

Intercropping 
and Crop 
Diversification

Svenska Kakao works in the Dominican Republic with Öko-
Caribe. Together, they stimulate small farmers to intercrop 
cocoa with bananas, avocado, zapote, oranges and buen pan. 
These food crops will feed the farmers’ families year-round. 
Öko-Caribe works very closely with cocoa producers, giving 
them technical training including agronomical best practices. 

Agroforestry

LetterPress Chocolate stimulates agroforestry in origin 
countries. Its project in Guatemala, with Izabal Agroforest, is an 
example of a sustainable, profitable agroforestry system that 
pays farmers a fair wage while supplying high-quality cocoa. 
Taza Chocolate works with the cooperative ABOCFA in Ghana, 
stimulating farmers to grow cocoa in combination with plantains 
in an agroforestry system.

Reviving 
local and 
unique cocoa 
varieties

Many communities are working towards reviving their unique 
local varieties of cocoa beans, often involving indigenous 
groups. Some companies that are paying extra premium and 
stimulating exotic cocoa varieties are Willie’s Cacao and 
Original Beans. Original Beans has sourced and preserved 
eight exotic cocoa varieties, consisting of wild, native and 
heritage cocoa. Valrhona also has a project to preserve the 
Porcelana variety in the plantation El Pedregal, in Venezuela.
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SDG ACTION COMPANIES’ ACTIVITIES AT ORIGIN

Community 
work towards 
economic 
growth

Many cooperatives and farmers’ organisations are organizing 
themselves in the post-harvest side of the cocoa supply chain 
to improve their income. Some farmer groups are building their 
own centralised fermentary and drying area, while some are 
organizing themselves to sell larger quantities of cocoa beans 
at consistent quality. In each country these cooperatives and 
farmers’ organisations are striving to differentiate themselves 
and access new markets.
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4. Premium cocoa
trends and impact of
COVID-19
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Trends 
Source: link 

Examples Impact of Covid-19

Certified private label 
chocolate

Retailers are constantly innovating 
their private label products and 
adapting their assortments to meet 
changing consumer demand. This 
includes an increasing endorsement 
of environmental and social 
principles, resulting in a large offer 
of organic and fair-trade private 
label chocolates and other chocolate 
products in supermarkets.

USA:  
• In 2018, Fair Trade USA reported

a 45% growth in certified private
label products in relation to 2017.

• Kroger Co. has increased its Fair
Trade Certified private label
offerings by 10 products and
made commitments for further
certification of its organic-certified
Simple Truth product line.

Europe: 
• Supermarket groups like Waitrose

(UK), REWE
(Germany) and Coop
(Switzerland) have shown
commitment to only offering
chocolates made from organic
and fair-trade certified cocoa
beans in their shops.

• Large German discounter Lidl
launched a fully fair-trade certified
chocolate line Way to Go! in 2020.

Private label chocolate continues to 
perform well, although supermarket 
sales have been affected differently 
during the COVID-19 pandemic in 
the USA and Europe: 

USA:  

• The National Confectioners
Association (NCA) reports an
increase of nearly 18% in
chocolate sales at grocery
stores between March and
August 2020.

Europe: 
Supermarket sales are generally 
decreasing across Europe; 
examples: Switzerland, France, 
Germany. Isolated growth in Spain 
and UK for example.

http://www.cbi.eu/market-information/cacao
https://www.comunicaffe.com/fair-trade-usa-launches-record-number-of-private-label-products/
https://www.waitrose.com/home/inspiration/about_waitrose/the_waitrose_way/fairtrade/fairtrade-cocoa.html
https://www.rewe-group.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/1689-rewe-group-expands-fairtrade-chocolate-range
https://www.actions-not-words.ch/en/sustainability-topics/society/fairtrade.html
https://www.confectionerynews.com/Article/2020/07/13/Lidl-shows-Way-to-Go!-with-new-range-of-Fairtrade-chocolate-bars
https://candyusa.com/our-industry/
https://www.reuters.com/article/swiss-chocolate/covid-19-crisis-takes-bite-out-of-swiss-chocolate-sales-idINL8N2HI1W3
https://www.foodnavigator.com/Article/2020/05/05/France-urges-consumers-to-eat-more-cheese-as-coronavirus-hits-sales
https://www.confectioneryproduction.com/news/29593/german-confectionery-sector-significantly-affected-by-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://www.foodretail.es/food/chocolate-consumo-espana-tendencias_0_1473452651.html
https://www.confectionerynews.com/Article/2020/11/05/Confectionery-sales-in-UK-up-as-demand-for-Swiss-chocolate-falls-due-to-coronavirus#:~:text=Related%20tags%3A%20coronavirus&text=Chocosuisse%2C%20the%20industry%20association%20for,%2C%20retail%2C%20hotels%20and%20restaurants.
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Trends 
Source: link 

Examples Impact of Covid-19

Craft bean-to-bar chocolate 
makers

The focus on the origin of cocoa 
beans has spurred a steep 
increase in the number of North 
American and European craft 
bean-to-bar makers in recent 
years. Bean-to-bar means that the 
chocolate maker controls every 
step of the production process, 
from buying the cocoa beans to the 
creation of the chocolate bar. 

Data from the Fine Cacao and 
Chocolate Institute (FCCI) indicate 
that the USA has around 192 high-
quality chocolate makers and 
manufacturers, and Europe has over 
90. Some examples are:

USA: Dandelion, Scharffen Berger, 
Acalli Chocolate, Dick Taylor, 
Fruitition, Goodnow, Letter Press, 
Tcho, Vosges, Theo Chocolate, 
Akinosie

Europe: Domori, Idilio Origins, 
Chocolate Makers, Svenska Kakao, 
Friis Holm, Økoladen, Blanxart, 
Zotter, Vintage Plantations, Omnom

Small businesses on the craft 
chocolate market have been affected 
severely due to COVID-related 
lockdowns, when specialised shops, 
hotels and other high-end retailers 
were shut down. Online sales were 
boosted through platforms such as 
Stay Home with Chocolate and 
virtual tastings.

As reported by the FCCI in April 
2020, 91% of the 125 craft chocolate 
makers surveyed reported a 
decrease in sales. 

Recovery expected in 2021, but 
difficult to predict the course of the 
pandemic. 

Direct trade 

There is a growing number of direct 
trade relationships in the premium 
cocoa market. The idea of direct 
trade is that it maintains long-term, 
honest and strong relationships 
between cocoa producers or 
producers’ organisations and 
chocolate makers. 

USA: Direct trade was pioneered by 
Taza Chocolate, which created the 
chocolate industry’s first 3rd-party 
certified Direct Trade cocoa 
sourcing program. Several other 
North American companies have 
specialised in direct trade 
(examples: Acalli and Akinosie). 
Europe: Original Beans, Ethiquable, 
ZOTO, Willie’s Cacao

Field visits, very important to 
maintain direct trade relations, have 
stopped during COVID-19. Buyers 
have adapted their communication 
with suppliers by using virtual tools 
and platforms. But it remains difficult 
to open up new origins because of 
interrupted traveling. Also, buyers 
are re-assessing their existing 
origins and re-formulating their 
market strategies.

http://stayhomewithchocolate.com/
https://chocolateinstitute.org/covid-19/
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5. Market
opportunities for
Liberia
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Liberia Potential Challenges
Cocoa bean 
quality

The beans found in Liberia in line with 
other West African sources and could be 
suitable for powder and butter production. 
It can also be used in blends due to its 
nutty taste profile. Liberian cocoa has no 
cadmium and is normally produced without 
synthetic inputs. Liberian cocoa beans are 
comparable to the ones in Ghana, bigger 
and not greyish like the Ivory Coast ones 
(small and grey).

Moisture is a big problem for cocoa bean 
quality in Liberia. It is very difficult to dry 
cocoa beans due to the humid climate, 
and that creates high mould risk. An extra 
drying round is usually needed before 
exporting. A high level of foreign materials 
has also been reported in cocoa bean 
bags sourced from Liberia. The quality of 
cocoa beans sourced in Liberia so far is 
not high enough for buyers focusing on 
high-quality. Cocoa beans in Liberia are 
comparable to Ghana, but with a lower fat 
content. 

Cocoa bean 
volume

Cocoa production is structured around 
farmers’ organisations and cooperatives. 
There is potential to aggregate volumes 
from smallholder farmers, organise them 
and meet buyers’ volume requirements.

Low reliability of Liberian cocoa sources to 
obtain sufficient and consistent quantities. 
Long waiting time to consolidate volumes 
required. Challenging to meet market’s 
volume demand. 

Transparency As production of cocoa is still small in the 
country, it may be easier to keep track of 
the supply chain, specially if the buyer 
establishes a subsidiary in Liberia to better 
guide production, handling and exports.

There is no transparency in the cocoa supply 
chain in Liberia, and it is impossible to trace 
the beans. There is also a lot of smuggling 
from Ghana and Ivory Coast when stock 
prices are high. It is currently difficult to reach 
the traceability standards of certification 
schemes like organic and fair trade. The 
Northwest region near the Gola Rainforest 
could provide better opportunities for 
traceability and certification.

5.1. Liberia Potential vs. Challenges
Liberian cocoa is not completely new to the international market. Several European importers, mostly in the 
bulk cocoa segment, have done business with Liberian exporters in the past, or are still engaged with the 
Liberian origin. There are a few instances of USA and European buyers in the premium market that have 
had contact with Liberian cocoa, but these are no longer active due to low cocoa bean quality, logistical 
issues, and lack of transparency and traceability. Buyers from both the bulk and premium markets shared 
some of their lessons and impressions:
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Liberia Potential Challenges
Social impact There is possibility to develop direct trade 

relations with producers and producer 
organisations. This will allow for better 
prices and for monitoring of sustainability 
issues. 

There is no clear documentation or 
evidence to back up stories related 
to social impact such as post-conflict 
development, child labour-free and 
slavery-free cocoa production.

Environmental 
issues

Liberia has a vast rainforest that is still 
preserved. There is potential to create an 
edge for Liberia in agroforestry production. 
Also, cocoa production in Liberia is organic 
by default.

The mainstreaming of cocoa production 
in Liberia may lead to deforestation, soil 
erosion and other environmental problems. 

Finance The Liberian government is interested to 
attract investment to the cocoa sector.

Liberia is low on the list of reliable 
bankable countries. There is huge 
cash risk. The banking system is 
underdeveloped, and social banks stay 
away from Liberia. Buyers that pre-finance 
production use their own cash and retain 
the risk. Mobile payment is just starting. 

Image There is optimism among buyers about 
the new government. The enabling 
environment will be key in attracting 
buyers. For example, the new land tenure 
laws stimulate buyers to think about 
starting their own plantations in Liberia. 

West Africa has in general a bad 
reputation. Liberia is at the bottom of the 
UN’s Least Developed Countries countries 
list. West African cocoa, Liberia included, 
is perceived as low quality and mainly 
used in the bulk market.

Government 
involvement

There is a free market in Liberia for cocoa 
beans, giving room for direct trade, better 
prices and shorter supply chains. It is not 
the same in Ivory Coast and Ghana, where 
government and sector authorities impede 
the direct access to farmers and farmers’ 
organisations.

The lack of government involvement 
prevents the development of the cocoa 
sector and of its infrastructure.
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Liberia Potential Challenges
Infrastructure The Freeport of Monrovia is now privately 

managed and has resumed normal 
operations. Essential rehabilitation work 
has been carried out.

Problems with transportation from farm 
to port has been signaled by importers 
of cocoa beans. There is only one main 
road to evacuate cocoa supplies. The 
lack of warehouses to store the cocoa 
has also been mentioned as an important 
challenge. Also, due to a small harbour, 
the cocoa needs to be transported in 
smaller vessels, which represents longer 
transportation time and high mould risk 
because of the humid climate.
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5.2. Market Opportunities for Liberia
There are specific developments that can favour Liberia’s position on the cocoa market and offer 
opportunities to promote Liberian cocoa among premium buyers. The main developments among European 
and USA buyers that can benefit Liberia’s cocoa sector are:

West Africa has historically had a bad reputation in terms of cocoa quality and 
sustainability. But buyers have a renewed interest in origins like Sierra Leone, 
Cameroon and Liberia.

Latin American cocoa has been the focus of the premium cocoa market for 
many years. Latin American origins are widely available and losing their 
uniqueness. 

Buyers are looking for direct sourcing from producers and coops. Cocoa sector 
regulations in Ghana and Ivory Coast hinder direct purchasing; different in 
Liberia.

Increasing interest of buyers to develop new African origins (example: Togo) 
and “semi-new” origins (examples: Liberia and Sierra Leone) with development 
and social impact potential.

Demand for certified cocoa is increasing in various segments. Apart from high 
and commercial qualities, there’s also demand for bulk-quality cocoa powder 
and butter with certification.

Changing image 
of West African 

cocoa

Premium market 
is saturated with 
Latin American 

cocoa

Supply chains are 
becoming shorter 
and buyers want 

direct contact

Interest to develop 
new African origins

Fair Trade + 
organic certified 

cocoa continues to 
grow
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Climate-change resilience  and other global concerns drive demand for 
environment-friendly cocoa production.  That includes chemical-free (organic 
by default) and agroforestry systems. 

Cocoa buyers are constantly looking for unique stories connected to producing 
communities and social impact; example: post-conflict development. Stories 
must be well documented.

West African Amenolado cocoa that spread from São Tomé and Príncipe is on 
demand and attracts the interest of craft chocolate makers.

Large suppliers of organic and fair-trade certified cocoa, mainly in Peru and 
Ecuador, are losing their market due  to cadmium contamination. Buyers are 
looking for alternative origins.

Environment-
friendly production 

on demand

Unique stories 
and social impact, 

but with good 
evidence

Specialty buyers 
looking for 

chocolatey notes 
in cocoa beans

Buyers are 
searching for low-
cadmium certified 

cocoa
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5.3. Strategic recommendations for Liberia’s cocoa 
sector

In line with the market profiles, market developments and identified opportunities for Liberia in the USA 
and Europe, we have formulated the following recommendations according to the Marketing Mix approach: 
Product, Price, Promotion, Place and People:

Product

COCOA BEAN QUALITY
Quality is key. Invest in centralised 
fermentation and drying of cocoa beans 
to achieve consistency. Train farmers and 
farmers’ associations to comply with harvest 
and post-harvest protocols, cleaning, sorting 
and grading processes. Second drying at 
the harbour will be needed due to the humid 
climate.

CERTIFIED LOW CADMIUM 
Follow market demand and develop the 
Liberian offer accordingly. West Africa is on 
the radar of several buyers for organic + fair 
trade cocoa with low cadmium, especially 
for the processing of butter and powder. 
Cadmium contamination is a problem specific 
to South America.

GENETIC DIVERSITY AND SPECIALTY 
COCOA
Preserve and map the genetic diversity of 
the Liberian cocoa. There is market interest 
in cocoa varieties with interesting taste 
profiles (example: nutty); this diversity can be 
developed into a future opportunity for Liberia 
if well mapped and documented.

Price

COCOA BEAN QUALITY 
Again, invest in cocoa bean quality. Cocoa 
beans of good quality, well fermented, and 
without debris, insect infestation, mould, etc. 
will not be traded at a discount (or rejected) in 
international markets.

CERTIFICATION AS VALUE ADDITION
Organic + fair trade certification will safeguard 
an FOB price of min. USD 2,940 / MT and 
mitigate the risks associated with world price 
fluctuations. Certified cocoa with regular 
quality can move interesting volumes on the 
market at higher prices than non-certified 
cocoa. 

SPECIALTY COCOA: HIGH VALUE, BUT 
LOW VOLUME
Consider specialty cocoa as a long-term 
and diversification strategy. Specialty cocoa 
can attain high values on the market, but 
commands very low volumes and requires 
investment. Do not overestimate the market 
size.
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Promotion

CERTIFICATION AS PER DEMAND
Engage with buyers before starting 
certification trajectories. Assess market 
demand, potential volumes and technical 
support possibilities to certify farms and 
farmers’ organisations. Avoid unnecessary 
certification costs and prevent an oversupply 
of certified cocoa.

MEET A MARKET NEED
Target buyers searching for certified cocoa 
(organic + fair trade) with low cadmium as an 
alternative to the South American offer.

IMAGE BUILDING
Build a good track record with the market 
and revert the current image of Liberia. 
Promote a culture of quality, transparency 
and good communication. Encourage buyers’ 
visits to production sites and keep an open 
communication with (potential) buyers.

Place

AS DIRECT AS POSSIBLE
Invest in direct and long-term relationships 
with processors and manufacturers. More 
direct trade and longer contracts will allow 
farmers and farmers’ organisations to plan 
the production better and attain more stable 
prices for their products. Direct sales will also 
lead to opportunities for technical assistance, 
quality improvement and shared investment. 

IMPORTERS AS PARTNERS
Do not underestimate the role of importers 
as a gateway into the market. They can 
generate interesting partnerships. Importers 
are often able to pre-finance, take care of 
logistics, give technical assistance, finance 
post-harvest facilities, etc.

CRAFT CHOCOLATE MAKERS
Attract the interest of craft chocolate makers 
to Liberia when the offer is well established 
and documented. There’s demand for cocoa 
beans with chocolatey notes of high quality. 
Creating exposure can spur demand and 
gradually change the image of the Liberian 
origin. 
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People

IDENTITY AND STORY
Create a unique identity for Liberia’s cocoa 
sector. Benchmark against neighbouring 
countries and differentiate the Liberian offer. 
Post-conflict development, reintegration of 
former child soldiers and forest preservation 
are interesting elements to this identity. 
These stories must be well documented, and 
supported by figures, facts and transparency. 
Well-told stories can appeal to buyers and 
consumers alike.

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
Invest in capacity development and training 
of farmers in themes that will help the sector 
move toward the premium market; examples: 
regenerative farming, intercropping, quality 
control, fermentation, drying traceability, cut 
test, sensory evaluation, etc. Create tailored 
modules for specific groups such as youth 
(example: career path programs) and women 
(example: management of fermentaries, 
taste/quality inspection) to broaden the 
impact.
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Market statistics Links
International Cocoa 
Organization (ICCO)

www.icco.org
www.icco.org/statistics/production-and-grindings/grindings.html 
www.icco.org/about-cocoa/fine-or-flavour-cocoa.html 

European Cocoa Association 
(ECA)

www.eurococoa.com/en
www.eurococoa.com/en/grind-stats 

National Confectioners 
Association (NCA)

www.candyusa.com 
www.candyusa.com/cocoa-grinds-report 

ITC Trademap www.trademap.org 
Trade Helpdesk (Europe) www.trade.ec.europa.eu/tradehelp 
Research Institute of Organic 
Agriculture (FiBL)

www.fibl.org/en.html 
www.orgprints.org/37222/9/willer-et-al-2020-full-document-2020-02-28-
4th-corrigenda.pdf

IFOAM Organics 
International

www.ifoam.bio 

Fair Trade Certified (USA) www.fairtradecertified.org 
Fairtrade International www.fairtrade.net 
Fine Cacao and Chocolate 
Institute (FCCI)

www.chocolateinstitute.org 

Centre for the Promotion 
of Imports from Developing 
Countries (CBI)

www.cbi.eu/market-information/cocoa-cocoa-products 

European Commission - 
Traces

www.ec.europa.eu/food/animals/traces_en 

UTZ Certified www.utz.org 
Rainforest Alliance www.rainforest-alliance.org 

www.rainforest-alliance.org/business/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/
Cocoa-Certification-Data-Report-2019.pdf 

http://www.icco.org
http://www.icco.org/statistics/production-and-grindings/grindings.html 
http://www.icco.org/about-cocoa/fine-or-flavour-cocoa.html 
http://www.eurococoa.com/en
http://www.eurococoa.com/en/grind-stats 
http://www.candyusa.com
http://www.candyusa.com/cocoa-grinds-report 
http://www.trademap.org
http://www.trade.ec.europa.eu/tradehelp 
http://www.fibl.org/en.html 
http://www.orgprints.org/37222/9/willer-et-al-2020-full-document-2020-02-28-4th-corrigenda.pdf
http://www.orgprints.org/37222/9/willer-et-al-2020-full-document-2020-02-28-4th-corrigenda.pdf
http://www.ifoam.bio
http://www.fairtradecertified.org 
http://www.fairtrade.net
http://www.chocolateinstitute.org 
http://www.cbi.eu/market-information/cocoa-cocoa-products 
http://www.ec.europa.eu/food/animals/traces_en 
http://www.utz.org 
http://www.rainforest-alliance.org 
http://www.rainforest-alliance.org/business/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Cocoa-Certification-Data-Report-2019.pdf 
http://www.rainforest-alliance.org/business/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Cocoa-Certification-Data-Report-2019.pdf 
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Market trends, 
developments and 

requirements

Links

Confectionery News www.confectionerynews.com
www.confectionerynews.com/Article/2016/05/10/Everything-you-need-to-
know-about-fine-flavor-cocoa 
www.confectionerynews.com/Article/2017/12/20/Fair-trade-How-effective-
is-cocoa-certification 
www.confectionerynews.com/Article/2020/07/17/Cocoa-grinding-figures-
decline-across-Europe-due-to-COVID-19-affect 

Confectionery Production www.confectioneryproduction.com 
Centre for the Promotion 
of Imports from Developing 
Countries (CBI)

www.cbi.eu/market-information/cocoa-cocoa-products 
Jörn Berger, CBI expert cacao – West Africa

The Cocoa Post www.thecocoapost.com 
Cocoa Barometer 2018 www.voicenetwork.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/2018-Cocoa-

Barometer.pdf 
International Standards for 
the Assessment of Cocoa 
Quality and Flavor 

www.cocoaqualitystandards.org 

European Commission: 
Organics

www.ec.europa.eu/info/food-farming-fisheries/farming/organic-farming_
en 

US Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)

www.usda.gov 

Fine Cacao and Chocolate 
Institute (FCCI)

www.chocolateinstitute.org/blog/sizing-the-craft-chocolate-market 

http://www.confectionerynews.com
http://www.confectionerynews.com/Article/2016/05/10/Everything-you-need-to-know-about-fine-flavor-cocoa
http://www.confectionerynews.com/Article/2016/05/10/Everything-you-need-to-know-about-fine-flavor-cocoa
http://www.confectionerynews.com/Article/2017/12/20/Fair-trade-How-effective-is-cocoa-certification 
http://www.confectionerynews.com/Article/2017/12/20/Fair-trade-How-effective-is-cocoa-certification 
http://www.confectionerynews.com/Article/2020/07/17/Cocoa-grinding-figures-decline-across-Europe-due-to-COVID-19-affect
http://www.confectionerynews.com/Article/2020/07/17/Cocoa-grinding-figures-decline-across-Europe-due-to-COVID-19-affect
http://www.confectioneryproduction.com
http://www.cbi.eu/market-information/cocoa-cocoa-products 
http://www.thecocoapost.com
http://www.voicenetwork.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/2018-Cocoa-Barometer.pdf 
http://www.voicenetwork.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/2018-Cocoa-Barometer.pdf 
http://www.cocoaqualitystandards.org
http://www.ec.europa.eu/info/food-farming-fisheries/farming/organic-farming_en
http://www.ec.europa.eu/info/food-farming-fisheries/farming/organic-farming_en
http://www.usda.gov
http://www.chocolateinstitute.org/blog/sizing-the-craft-chocolate-market 
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Companies analysed Links
Specialty cocoa importers
Uncommon Cacao (USA) www.uncommoncacao.com

www.indd.adobe.com/view/4afb053a-306c-4f52-8612-f77b23c7d466 
Daarnhouwer (Netherlands) www.daarnhouwer.nl 
Silva Cacao (Belgium) www.silva-cacao.com 
Gaia Cacao (Netherlands) www.gaiacacao.com 
Bohnkaf Kolonial (Germany) www.bohnkaf-kolonial.de 
Meridian Cacao (USA) www.meridicancacao.com 
ZOTO (Belgium) www.zoto.be 
Certified cocoa importers
PRONATEC (Switzerland) www.pronatec.com 
Walter Matter (Switzerland) www.wama.ch 
TradIn Organic (Netherlands) www.tradinorganic.com 

www.tradinorganic.com/media/filer_public/2e/cf/2ecfec52-b476-
4194-84b7-58eea7a6e496/cocoa_sustainability_report_-_tradin_
organic_-_2018.pdf 

http://www.uncommoncacao.com
http://www.indd.adobe.com/view/4afb053a-306c-4f52-8612-f77b23c7d466 
http://www.daarnhouwer.nl 
http://www.silva-cacao.com
http://www.gaiacacao.com
http://www.bohnkaf-kolonial.de
http://www.meridicancacao.com
http://www.zoto.be
http://www.pronatec.com 
http://www.wama.ch 
http://www.tradinorganic.com 
http://www.tradinorganic.com/media/filer_public/2e/cf/2ecfec52-b476-4194-84b7-58eea7a6e496/cocoa_sustainability_report_-_tradin_organic_-_2018.pdf 
http://www.tradinorganic.com/media/filer_public/2e/cf/2ecfec52-b476-4194-84b7-58eea7a6e496/cocoa_sustainability_report_-_tradin_organic_-_2018.pdf 
http://www.tradinorganic.com/media/filer_public/2e/cf/2ecfec52-b476-4194-84b7-58eea7a6e496/cocoa_sustainability_report_-_tradin_organic_-_2018.pdf 
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Companies analysed Links
Cocoa importers, conventional and certified
ASCOT Amsterdam  - Cocoa 
for a better life (Netherlands)

www.cocoaforabetterlife.com 

Theobroma (Netherlands) www.theobroma.com 
Albrecht and Dill (Germany 
and USA)

www.albrecht-dill.de 

Subo Cocoa Company 
(Netherlands)

www.subococoacompany.com 

Chocolate manufacturers, own brand
Lindt & Sprüngli (Switzerland) www.lindt-spruengli.com

www.lindt-spruengli.com/fileadmin/user_upload/corporate/user_upload/
Sustainably/Lindt___Spruengli_Sustainability_Report_2019_EN_website.
pdf 

Ritter Sport (Germany) www.ritter-sport.de/en/products
www.ritter-sport.de/export/sites/default/.galleries/downloads/Ritter_
NHB_2018_EN.pdf 

Thompson Chocolate (USA) www.thompsonchocolate.com 
Valrhona (France) www.valrhona-chocolate.com

www.inter.valrhona.com/sites/default/files/document/2018_valrhona_csr_
report_-_en_0.pdf 

Taza Chocolate (USA) www.tazachocolate.com
www.tazachocolate.com/pages/2019-transparency-report 

Tony’s Chocolonely 
(Netherlands)

www.tonyschocolonely.com 

http://www.cocoaforabetterlife.com
http://www.theobroma.com
http://www.albrecht-dill.de
http://www.subococoacompany.com
http://www.lindt-spruengli.com
http://www.lindt-spruengli.com/fileadmin/user_upload/corporate/user_upload/Sustainably/Lindt___Spruengli_Sustainability_Report_2019_EN_website.pdf
http://www.lindt-spruengli.com/fileadmin/user_upload/corporate/user_upload/Sustainably/Lindt___Spruengli_Sustainability_Report_2019_EN_website.pdf
http://www.lindt-spruengli.com/fileadmin/user_upload/corporate/user_upload/Sustainably/Lindt___Spruengli_Sustainability_Report_2019_EN_website.pdf
http://www.ritter-sport.de/en/products
http://www.ritter-sport.de/export/sites/default/.galleries/downloads/Ritter_NHB_2018_EN.pdf 
http://www.ritter-sport.de/export/sites/default/.galleries/downloads/Ritter_NHB_2018_EN.pdf 
http://www.thompsonchocolate.com
http://www.valrhona-chocolate.com
http://www.inter.valrhona.com/sites/default/files/document/2018_valrhona_csr_report_-_en_0.pdf 
http://www.inter.valrhona.com/sites/default/files/document/2018_valrhona_csr_report_-_en_0.pdf 
http://www.tazachocolate.com
http://www.tazachocolate.com/pages/2019-transparency-report
http://www.tonyschocolonely.com 
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Companies analysed Links
Chocolate manufacturers, private label and own brand
ICAM (Italy) www.icamcioccolato.com/en

www.media.icamprofessionale.com/content/uploads/2020/07/Bilancio_
sostenibilita_2019.pdf

Guittard Chocolate (USA) www.guittard.com 
Stella Bernrain (Switzerland) www.swisschocolate.ch 
Blommer Chocolate Company 
(USA)

www.blommer.com 

Chocolats Halba (Switzerland) www.chocolatshalba.ch
www.chocolatshalba.ch/files/chocolatshalba_2012/downloads/
Nachhaltigkeit/Chocolats%20Halba%20Sunray_2018%20
Sustainability%20Report.pdf

CÉMOI (France) www.group.cemoi.com
www.group.cemoi.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2019/07/rapport-
TransparenceCacao-GB-light-ok.pdf

Ethical chocolate brands
Ethiquable (Belgium) www.ethiquable.be 
Alter Eco (USA) www.alterecofoods.com 

Craft chocolate makers, bean-to-bar
Dandelion Chocolate (USA) www.dandelionchocolate.com 

www.drive.google.com/file/d/1p9FLdtilbdS4mvuuZN6j71r2mL7W0PvP/
view 

Blanxart (Spain) www.blanxart.com 
Dick Taylor (USA) www.dicktaylorchocolate.com 
Domori (Italy) www.domori.com 
Acalli Chocolate (USA) www.acallichocolate.com 
Askinosie Chocolate (USA) www.askinosie.com 
Fruition Chocolate Works 
(USA)

www.fruitionchocolateworks.com 

LetterPress Chocolate (USA) www.letterpresschocolate.com 
Original Beans (Netherlands) www.originalbeans.com 

http://www.icamcioccolato.com/en
http://www.media.icamprofessionale.com/content/uploads/2020/07/Bilancio_sostenibilita_2019.pdf
http://www.media.icamprofessionale.com/content/uploads/2020/07/Bilancio_sostenibilita_2019.pdf
http://www.guittard.com
http://www.swisschocolate.ch
http://www.blommer.com
http://www.chocolatshalba.ch
http://www.chocolatshalba.ch/files/chocolatshalba_2012/downloads/Nachhaltigkeit/Chocolats%20Halba%20Sunray_2018%20Sustainability%20Report.pdf
http://www.chocolatshalba.ch/files/chocolatshalba_2012/downloads/Nachhaltigkeit/Chocolats%20Halba%20Sunray_2018%20Sustainability%20Report.pdf
http://www.chocolatshalba.ch/files/chocolatshalba_2012/downloads/Nachhaltigkeit/Chocolats%20Halba%20Sunray_2018%20Sustainability%20Report.pdf
http://www.group.cemoi.com
http://www.group.cemoi.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2019/07/rapport-TransparenceCacao-GB-light-ok.pdf
http://www.group.cemoi.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2019/07/rapport-TransparenceCacao-GB-light-ok.pdf
http://www.ethiquable.be
http://www.alterecofoods.com
http://www.dandelionchocolate.com
http://www.drive.google.com/file/d/1p9FLdtilbdS4mvuuZN6j71r2mL7W0PvP/view 
http://www.drive.google.com/file/d/1p9FLdtilbdS4mvuuZN6j71r2mL7W0PvP/view 
http://www.blanxart.com
http://www.dicktaylorchocolate.com
http://www.domori.com 
http://www.acallichocolate.com
http://www.askinosie.com
http://www.fruitionchocolateworks.com
http://www.letterpresschocolate.com
http://www.originalbeans.com
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Farmers’ 
Organisations

Links

Kokoa Kamili (Tanzania) www.kokoakamili.com 
Kuapa Kokoo (Ghana) www.kuapakokoo.com 

Satocao (São Tomé e 
Príncipe)

www.satocao.com 

ABOCFA (Ghana) www.uncommoncacao.com/abocfaghana
Esco-Kivu (Congo) www.escokivu.com
OKO Caribe (Dominican 
Republic)

www.oko-caribe.com

Conacado Cooperative 
(Dominican Republic)

www.conacado.com.do

Cooperative Norandino 
(Peru) 

www.coopacnorandino.com

Ucayali River Cacao (Peru) www.ucayalirivercacao.wordpress.com
CAC Pangoa (Peru) www.cacpangoa.com 
FEDECOVERA cooperative 
(Guatemala)

www.fedecovera.com

El Ceibo (Bolivia) www.elceibo.com 

http://www.kokoakamili.com
http://www.kuapakokoo.com
http://www.satocao.com 
http://www.uncommoncacao.com/abocfaghana
http://www.escokivu.com
http://www.oko-caribe.com
http://www.conacado.com.do
http://www.coopacnorandino.com
http://www.ucayalirivercacao.wordpress.com
http://www.cacpangoa.com
http://www.fedecovera.com
http://www.elceibo.com
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